Abstract: A model has been developed to describe a continuous wave self-pumped singly resonant optical parametric oscillator (SPSRO). The analyses take into account the reabsorption losses in a quasi-three-level laser gain medium, the parametric interaction of focused Gaussian light beams, and the effects of phase matching. Furthermore, we apply the model to analyze the threshold and efficiency characteristics of SPSRO, using a Yb 3+ -doped periodically poled lithium niobate codoped with MgO (Yb 3+ : MgO: PPLN) as laser gain and second-order nonlinear medium.
Introduction
Singly resonant optical parametric oscillator (SRO) has the advantage of high stability, but the pump threshold is high. Employing intracavity optical parametric oscillator, one can make full use of the high intensity of the pump laser inside the cavity. There are many theoretical and experimental works about the intracavity SRO [1] - [3] . For these intracavity SROs, the laser gain medium in which the pump field is generated, and the second-order nonlinear crystal are two kinds of independent mediums. Over the past decade, the self-pumped singly optical parametric oscillators (SPSROs) attract people's interest [4] - [6] . One of their characteristics is that the pump field of the optical parametric oscillator is generated in the second-order nonlinear host crystal doped with laseractive ions. Compared with the conventional intracavity optical parametric oscillator, one of their merits is that one can build a compact tunable coherent radiation source with SPSRO. Based on the periodically poled host crystal, a low pump threshold and high efficiency optical parametric oscillator can be realized. Nowadays, the SPSROs based on the second-order nonlinear host crystal doped with four-level and quasi three-level laser-active ions have been reported experimentally [4] - [6] . The typical four-level and quasi three-level laser-active ions are Nd 3+ and Yb 3+ , respectively, the typical host crystal is lithium niobate. By applying the electrical poling technique, the quasi-phase matching condition in this crystal can be tailored. Yb 3+ -doped solid state lasers show some advantages over Nd 3+ -doped ones [5] , [7] , [8] : (1) The quantum efficiency of Yb 3+ is practically unity and the smaller quantum defect of Yb 3+ compared to Nd 3+ , makes it suitable for high average power lasers. ( 2) The radiative lifetime of the laser level ranges from 0.4 to 2.3 ms, which implies greater energy storage efficiency. As a disadvantage, Yb 3+ -doped lasers operate in a quasi-three-level scheme which leads to reabsorption losses and temperature related effects. For a conventional intracavity optical parametric oscillator, the laser gain medium and secondorder nonlinear crystal are two kinds of material, their lengths can be independent tailored. A longer second-order nonlinear crystal is always required to reduce the pump threshold. But for a SPSRO, the second-order nonlinear crystal also functions as laser gain medium, longer nonlinear crystal means a longer laser gain medium, this leads to larger reabsorption loss in the quasithree-level laser gain medium. Therefore, the crystal length and the losses should be given an overall consideration in order to achieve a low threshold and high efficiency SPSRO. As a result, optimizing the infrared laser performance in the case of longitudinal pumping requires a balance between crystal length and Yb 3+ concentration [5] . Under the conditions of parametric interaction of collimated Gaussian beams, and uniformly pumped four-level laser gain medium, through some modification, the models for the threshold and power characteristics which presented in [1] and [2] are roughly suitable for SPSRO. But for a continuous wave or steady-state operating SPSRO pumped longitudinally, the strong focused Gaussian beams are always required, we must develop a model to suit for the operating conditions of strong focused Gaussian beams and lasing in a quasi-three-level gain medium which also functions as second-order nonlinear crystal.
To our knowledge, models to deal with the problems described in this section do not exist. In this paper, we will follow closely the derivations presented in [9] - [13] , and develop a model to describe continuous wave or steady-state operating SPSRO. In our analyses, the characteristics of longitudinally pumped quasi-three-level laser gain medium, the parametric interaction of focused Gaussian light beams and the effects of phase matching have been considered in the derivations. Employing a Yb 3+ -doped periodically poled lithium niobate co-doped with MgO (Yb 3+ :MgO:PPLN), the characteristics of SPSRO will be investigated. Our results are applicable for a SPSRO with small second-order nonlinear effect and no ground state depletion in laser gain medium. To consider the ground state depletion, one must resort to full numerical analysis [14] .
We organize this paper in the following way. First, we describe the model and derive the corresponding equations. Next, using a Yb 3+ :MgO:PPLN crystal as laser gain and second-order nonlinear medium, the characteristics of SPSRO will be investigated numerically. Finally, a concluding remark will be presented.
Theory and Modeling
For convenience, the external pump wave of laser gain medium is called external pump laser, it's angular frequency is ω P . The laser generated in this gain medium is called fundamental laser, it's angular frequency is ω L . The light waves generated in the second-order nonlinear process are called signal wave and idler wave, respectively, the respective angular frequency are ω s and ω i , where ω s + ω i = ω L . The scheme diagram of longitudinally pumped SPSRO is shown in Fig. 1 . Energy level diagram of a quasi-three-level laser gain medium is shown in Fig. 2 . For a SPSRO, the fundamental laser and signal wave are resonating inside the cavity. The fundamental laser undergo the lasing process and the depletion in the nonlinear interaction. Due to the small second-order nonlinear effect and no ground state depletion in laser gain medium, the net gain in the medium is the difference between the gain in the lasing process and the depletion in the nonlinear interaction. Therefore, the temporal evolution equation of electric field of fundamental laser is a combination of the equation for quasi-three-level laser and the one for conventional pump-resonant SRO.
To avoid the boundary problem, we assume that the mediums in which there are no lasing and second-order nonlinear interaction have the same refractive indices as the second-order nonlinear crystal has. The crystal length is L χ . To be more general, we assume that the cavity lengths of fundamental laser and SRO are L laser and L SRO , respectively. If the fundamental laser and SRO share the same cavity, L laser is equal to L SRO . There are three kinds of threshold: (1) the external threshold pump power of the quasi-three-level laser is called fundamental laser threshold; (2) the intracavity power of fundamental laser at which the conventional SRO threshold is reached is called SRO threshold; (3) If the power of intracavity fundamental laser reaches the conventional SRO threshold, the corresponding power of external pump laser is called SPSRO threshold. The three thresholds are denoted as P Plaserth , P LSROth , P PSPSROth , respectively.
The forward electric field of the fundamental laser in a standing wave cavity is defined as
where r = (x, y, z) is the position vector, k L is wave vector of fundamental laser, and
is a single pass amplitude. Other parameters are given in Appendix A. A similar definition is applied to the backward electric field. The similar definitions are also applied to the electric field of signal wave. The nonlinear polarizations at the fundamental laser, signal wave and idler wave frequencies can be calculated using the methods presented in [12] and [13] . They are respectively given by
where d is the effective second-order nonlinear coefficient. Following the methods presented in [10] - [13] , we can derivate the temporal evolution equation of the electric field of fundamental laser
where P + laser and P − laser are the induced polarizations in the lasing process in the forward and backward directions of propagation, respectively. For a conventional intracavity SRO, we substitute the new parameters presented in Appendix A into the temporal evolution equations of the electric fields [1] , [10] , [12] , [13] , and obtain the following equations
For a longitudinally pumped quasi-three-level laser (only with lasing process) [10] , [11] , the laser rate equations are well known, they can be rewritten as
where N 1 is the population density in the lower laser level, N 2 is the population density in the upper laser level, N = N 2 − N 1 is the population inversion density, N The net laser gain in the medium is the difference between the gain in lasing process and the depletion in nonlinear interaction. The gain of signal wave is due to the pure nonlinear interaction. Combining the rate equations for quasi-three-level-laser with the ones for SRO, and using the parameters defined in Appendix A, we obtain the following equations of SPSRO:
is the unpumped population inversion density. If a SPSRO is operating under the condition of continuous-wave or steady-state, and the power of the external pump laser is above SPSRO threshold, the total number of photons of fundamental laser L (two passes) in the cavity is clamped to the number of SRO threshold photons LSROth :
The corresponding single pass power of the fundamental laser is
From the (9)- (11), we derive the power equation of external pump laser: (14) where η P is the pump quantum efficiency of the quasi-three-level laser, B is the ratio of reabsorption loss to fixed cavity loss of the fundamental laser, the normalized SRO threshold is Q LSROth = P LSROth /P Lsat . P C is given by
The dimensionless parameters of the number of photons of fundamental laser and signal wave are given in Appendix A.
Below the SPSRO threshold, the power of external pump laser P P is obtained from the following equation:
where Q L = P L /P Lsat is the dimensionless power (single pass) of the fundamental laser in the cavity. If Q L is equal to Q LSROth , the corresponding P P is SPSRO threshold P PSPSROth . The equation of fundamental laser threshold is derived from (16) , and is given by
Solving (14) for Q s , through some derivations, we obtain the output power of signal wave:
where η s is the output efficiency of signal wave:
The total output power of non-resonating idler wave generated in the two directions of propagation is
The output down-converted power is the sum of P sout and P iout :
Numerical Results and Discussion
In the numerical calculation, we will employ a Yb 3+ -doped periodically poled lithium niobate codoped with MgO (Yb 3+ :MgO:PPLN) as the laser gain medium and second-order nonlinear crystal [5] , [7] , [8] , [15] , [16] . In this section, without the further statements, we use the SPSRO parameters presented in this paragraph. The impurity concentrations in the PPLN crystal are 1.2 at.% of ytterbium and 5mol% of MgO , the pump reflectivity of laser output mirror R P are zero and 0.9, respectively. Using the parameter values presented in above paragraph, we will compare the results of our modeling with those presented in [5] . In the experiments presented in [5] , the cavity length was about 100 mm, the beam waists of external pump laser and infrared fundamental laser were both of order 50 μm inside the crystal. From the experimental results, the SPSRO threshold P PSPSROth was about 1.1 W. When the pump power incident on the cavity was 1.3 W, the laser was operated with an infrared output power of 30 mW at 1063 nm. The down converted output power was estimated to be 0.4 mW. Using the same cavity length and beam waists, through our calculation, the SPSRO threshold P PSPSROth is 1.5 W. When the pump power incident on the cavity is 1.8 W (1.2 P PSPSROth ), the laser is operated with an infrared output power of 210 mW at 1063 nm, The down converted output power of signal and idler waves are 70 mW and 19 mW, respectively. Because the calculated results are sensitive to the parameter values, and these values did not give in detail in [5] , furthermore, many factors of measurement were not taken into account in the experiments, our results did not agree well with those experimental results. Fig. 3(a)-(c) show the variations of SPSRO threshold, output efficiency of signal wave and SRO threshold as functions of phase mismatching parameter kL χ with different crystal lengths L χ . Just as a conventional SRO [12] , [13] , for larger focusing parameter
Characteristics of Phase Mismatching
), the SPSRO threshold is smaller for negative values of kL χ , and there is a minimum threshold for certain values of kL χ . For the parameters given in this section, the larger SPSRO threshold is, the lower output efficiency of the signal wave is. In general, the minimum value of SPSRO threshold and the maximum value of efficiency occur at different value of kL χ . In the following Sections 3.1-3.5, the value of kL χ at which SPSRO threshold is minimized is denoted by ( kL χ ) min , the corresponding SPSRO threshold P PthSPSRO , output efficiency signal wave η s , SRO threshold P LthSRO , fundamental laser threshold P Plaserth and output power of signal wave P sout will be plotted in the figures. L χ corresponding the lower fundamental laser threshold is about 1 mm. For a conventional SRO, the threshold is high, in general, is several Watt, thus one must employ a longer nonlinear crystal (cm order of magnitude) to reduce the SRO threshold. But for a quasi-three-level laser, longer crystal leads to larger reabsorption loss, the threshold is also increased. One must balance the crystal length and the Yb 3+ concentration. Similarly, for a SPSRO, one must optimize the crystal length and Yb 3+ concentration to satisfy the conditions of low SPSRO threshold and high efficiency. Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the variations of the SPSRO threshold and output efficiency of signal wave as functions of crystal length L χ with different crystal temperature. Due to the properties of quasithree-level laser gain medium, higher crystal temperature leads to the effects of larger thermal populations of the ground and excited sub-levels, leads to larger reabsorption losses, thus the SPSRO threshold is higher. But the output efficiency of signal wave does not change significantly with crystal temperature. Fig. 6(a)-(c) show the variations of SPSRO threshold, output efficiency of signal wave η s and fundamental laser threshold as functions of crystal length L χ with different W 0L , the crystal temperature is 293 K. For Fig. 6(d)-(f) , the crystal temperature is 173K. Fig. (g) shows the variations of SRO threshold. Note that the SRO threshold P LthSRO does not influenced by the crystal temperature. The focusing parameters ξ P and ξ s are equal to ξ L . As is expected, the crystal length at which the SPSRO threshold has a minimum dose not consist with the one at which the fundamental laser threshold has minimum. Due to the diffractive effect and the reabsorption loss, for smaller W 0L , the lower SPSRO threshold is achieved at smaller crystal length [see Fig. 6(a) ]. In the results for the four beam waists of fundamental laser, the output efficiency of signal wave is smallest for W 0L = 10 μm. As stated in the subsection (c), the output efficiency of signal wave does not change significantly with crystal temperature, but the SPSRO threshold does. At low crystal temperature, the reabsorption loss is small, lower SPSRO threshold is mainly limited by the diffractive effect at longer crystal length.
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Characteristics of Single-and Double-Pass Pumping
To make full use of the pump power, we can employ the double pass pumping. Fig. 7(a)-(c) show the variations of SPSRO threshold, output efficiency of signal wave η s and output power of signal wave P sout as functions of R s with single and double pass pumping. In these cases, the power of external pump laser P p is 2.0 W. As is expected, double pass pumping will reduce the SPSRO threshold. Meanwhile, it can increase the output efficiency and power of signal wave. These positive effects are more obvious for smaller R s than that for larger R s .
Conclusion
A model describing the continuous wave or steady-state operating, self-pumped singly resonant optical parametric oscillator (SPSRO) has been developed. Employing a Yb 3+ -doped periodically poled lithium niobate co-doped with MgO (Yb 3+ :MgO:PPLN) as laser gain and second-order nonlinear medium, we numerically investigate the threshold and efficiency characteristics, under the conditions of different values of the following parameters: phase mismatching, Yb 3+ concentration, crystal temperature and beam waist radius of fundamental laser. The characteristics are also investigated in single and double pass pumping schemes. We must emphasize that our results are applicable for a SPSRO with small second-order nonlinear effect and no ground state depletion in laser gain medium. For a conventional intracavity SRO, one can tailor the laser gain medium and second-order nonlinear crystal independently. But for a SPSRO based on quasi-three-level laser medium, the lasing and second-order nonlinear interaction are generated in the same crystal. Due to the reabsorption loss, to reduce the threshold and increase the efficiency, one must choose the crystal length, doped Yb 3+ concentration and beams geometry carefully. Lower fundamental laser threshold does not mean lower SPSRO threshold. At higher crystal temperature, the reabsorption loss limit the use of longer crystal length. At low crystal temperature, the reabsorption loss is small, for the parametric interaction of focused light beams, lower SPSRO threshold is mainly limited by the diffractive effect at longer crystal length. The double pumping can reduce the SPSRO threshold and increase the output efficiency. For optimized consideration, one must balance these parameters.
For the application in a real system, we have given a comparison between the modeling and experimental results in the section three. The performance of the CW self-pumped SRO can be modeled by solving the steady-state laser rate equations of a quasi-three-level system for the Yb 3+ ions with longitudinal pumping and the coupled-wave equations for parametric wave mixing in a pump-resonant configuration, in an approach akin to that used for CW intracavity SRO's [5] . We have compared the differences between two systems in the section one. As mentioned in the section three, because the numerical model is sensitive to the parameter values, for the accurate comparison between the modeling and experimental results, we must measure the following parameters carefully: Yb 3+ concentration, crystal temperature, parameters of resonating cavity, mirror reflectivity, round-trip intrinsic cavity losses, phase matching, characteristics of external pump laser etc.
Under certain conditions, we are interested in the output power of the non-resonating idler wave with longer wavelength, in general, the absorption coefficient at this wavelength is larger, the crystal length should also be optimally tailored. The optimized considerations mentioned hereinbefore will be presented in the further analyses.
Appendix A: Parameters in the Section Two
For completeness, we rewrite the parameters and equations which describe the quasi-three-level laser and the conventional SRO. Because of space limitation, the detail explanations will not be presented here. More derivations and explanations had been given in [9] - [13] .
The parameters of the laser beams are given by following equations
where x, y, z are the spatial coordinates. x = 0, y = 0 are on the axis of the laser crystal, z = 0 is on the front surface of the crystal.
is the confocal parameter of the fundamental laser, W 0L is the beam waist radius, k L is the wave vector. ξ L = L χ /b L is the focusing parameter. f 0L L χ is the position of the beam waist of fundamental laser. Similar definitions are applied to the external pump laser and signal wave. M 2 is the beam quality factor of external pump laser beam, α P is the pump absorption coefficient, R P is the pump reflectivity of laser output mirror. The subscripts P and L are denoted as external pump laser and fundamental laser, respectively.
The number of saturation photons and the corresponding saturation power of fundamental laser are respective given by
where n L is the refractive index at the fundamental laser wavelength, τ is the lifetime of the upper laser level, σ L is the emission cross section. The power of fundamental laser is
The number of fundamental laser photons L (t) is expressed as
The photon lifetime of fundamental laser in the cavity is given by
where β L is the round-trip intrinsic cavity loss, T L is the output transmission. Similar definitions are also applied to the signal wave. The ratio of reabsorption loss to fixed cavity loss of the fundamental laser is given by
Some normalized parameters are given by the following equations:
The rate R at which ions are excited into the upper laser levels by pump process is
In a periodically poled quasi-phase-matching (QPM) optical parametric process, the wave vector mismatch can be defined as
where K g is the grating vector of the mth Fourier component, and g is the period of the modulated structure. The normalized coordinates are defined as
In the following paragraph, we directly rewrite down the parameters and equations which describe the conventional SRO [12] , [13] . 
where α i is the absorption coefficient at the idler wavelength in the crystal.
